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WHO IS
ALT LIT?

The mysterious Internet
subculture, with roots in Chicago,
that's home to the next generation
of groundbreaking writers
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The alt lit community is comprised of writers and artists who primarily self-publish their work on blogs. The image macro (example above) is one example of alt lit work.

By Andrew Morrell
Arts & Life Editor

On a cloudy Wednesday
afternoon, Heiko Julien sits on
the floor of Rachel "Pattycake"
Bell's Chicago apartment, iPhone
to mouth, face to laptop. He is
recording readings of several
original poems — stream of
consciousness
prose
about
imagined conversations with
Maury, banter with a date, or
simply a list of actions.
"Communicates with Devil.
Fills bowl with milk. Rides bike
through rough neighborhood.
Makes offering of one's self.
Escalates tension."
Bell and Julien are two writers
associated with alt lit (short
for "alternative literature"), a
name given to a loosely-defined
conglomeration of artists whose
work is for the most part published
online. Depending on who you
ask, alt lit is either fascinating or
pointless, either a contemporary
version of the Beats or a bunch
of whiny kids who spend too
much time on computers. What
is certain is that, since its pseudoinception about four years ago,
the alt lit scene has given talented,
convention-shedding writers a
captive audience and a vibrant
community in which to grow and
share their work. It has risen from
dead-end hyperlinks and parody
Twitter accounts to wide acclaim
and attention in mainstream
media.
Even the writers I spoke to had
a hard time characterizing alt lit,
and felt uncomfortable speaking
for the whole community. Built
on the fleeting nature of internet
culture, the scene is hard to define
in certain terms, and impossible
to describe without generalizing
or leaving out certain parts.
"It's been heavily contested
within the alt lit community what
it is," Bell explained to me the first
time we met, at a coffee shop near
her apartment. She was battling

a cold, and her words came
between intermittent sniffles and
were masked by congestion. "If I
wanted to get technical about it,
it is poetry and creative writing
that is heavily derivative from the
Internet."
An
Indianapolis
native,
Bell moved to Chicago after
high school with the intention
of becoming involved in the
city's thriving literature scene.
She attended DePaul from fall
2011 until 2012, after which she
withdrew for financial reasons.
Describing herself as "inherently
social," as a child Bell often had
her Internet usage curtailed by
her father. Her discovery of the
then-nascent alt lit scene while
still in high school proved very
serendipitous for her. She recalls
stumbling upon the Facebook
profile of fashion blogger Bebe
Zeva, where uploaded images
had threads of thousands of
comments, in which people were
"hanging out." The idea of using
the Internet as a global meeting
place clicked with Bell at that
point, and from there she become
more and more engrossed in
disparate Internet subcultures.
While Bell was yet to
become fully involved with the
growing online literature scene,
Michigan-born writer Steve
Roggenbuck was poised to turn
it into a thriving community. I
contacted him via email to get his
perspective on how alt lit evolved
from comments sections into a
something like a movement.
"I was a poet interested in
using social media to build a
community of excited young
readers around my own work,"
Roggenbuck said. "I had been
working on my writing for about
four years when I found Tao Lin's
work, which I thought was really
compelling and similar to what I
wanted to do, in ways."
The aforementioned writer
Tao Lin, then just another

up-and-coming
writer
like
Roggenbuck, became essentially
the face of alt lit, and perhaps the
most successful writer to emerge
from the scene. Lin has published
numerous books, most recently
the autobiographical "Taipei,"
which, as the first work by an alt
lit writer to gain wide visibility,
propelled him to something
approaching mass appeal. Lin
achieved this feat through

relentless self-promotion, most
notably drawing the ire of the
likes of New York gossip blog
Gawker by plastering their office
doors with his own promotional
stickers. (Lin was reached for
comment on this story but
declined.)
Like any other young writer,
Roggenbuck was allured by the
potential audience that the alt lit
scene offered.

"My community involvement
was driven at first by that desire
to share my own work and find
an audience for it," he said. "The
term 'alt lit' wasn't being used yet,
but the sense of community was
exciting even at that point, back
in 2010."
Read more about alt lit and
see examples of work at
depauliaonline.com.

Language Courses To Fit Your Schedule
Starting Fall Quarter 2014, the Department of Modern Languages is offering
beginning and intermediate courses in hybrid format in the following languages:

Arabic
Chinese

(ancient)
Greek

French

Latin

German

Italian

Russian
Spanish

Classes will meet during regular DePaul time slots (three hours per week). Online
component to supplement these hours does not involve a synchronous time
commitment.

American Sign Language will still be offered three hours per week.
Japanese will still be offered four and a half hours per week.

